
Clue Definition Annotation Clue type

Clue type ( if 
you chose 
Other above)

Confused soul swept-up by surging tide of peace (8) "peace"
(soul) "confused" = anagrind/ with (swept-
up by)/ (tide)* "surging" as anagrind = Anagram

Perhaps lout dies in wilderness "wilderness" (lout dies)* with "perhaps" as anagrind Anagram
Detachment possibly dilutes love (8) Detachment (DILUTES O)* Anagram
Emptiness is left due to abandonment (8) Emptiness (IS+L+DUETO)* Anagram
Emptiness left is due to abandonment (8) Emptiness (L+ISDUETO)* Anagram
Left outside, rotting in loneliness loneliness Anag of L+OUTSIDE Anagram
Eccentric soul tied to loneliness(8) Loneliness (Soul tied)* == SOLITUDE Anagram
Worked tediously, interminably, in retirement (8) retirement tediously -y anagrammed Anagram
Lied to us about single status (8) single status (lied to us)* Anagram
Being on one's own active duties, hiding only Being on one's Odd letters of OnLy in DUTIES* Chanagram
Very drunk, perhaps due to loneliness (8) Loneliness So + lit -+ due* Chanagram
Oneness in Spanish sun: one playing duet (8) ONENESS Spanish Sun: SOL +I + DUET* Chanagram
It does turn Left to make peace (8) Peace It does U (turn) L (Left) * Chanagram

Remoteness very dilute perhaps (8) Remoteness
So very
Dilute * Chanagram

Silence! Mr Sorabjee , Duet is being played Silence SOLI (Mr Sorabjee) TUDE (Duet *) Chanagram
Very tipsy fellow loses head in confinement (8) Confinement - Very (so) tipsy (lit) fellow (dude) - D (loses Charade

Extremely sloshed man rejects first date for peace and 
quiet (8)

Peace and 
quiet

Extremely =so
Sloshed= lit
Man =dude
-first date is ude 
Solitude Charade

Retirement 's the only one that has object you 'd ,say retirement
the only one=sol(it+ud)e
it=object...you'd=ud and say as hp indicator Charade

Extremely drunk guy heading off for seclusion (8) seclusion
SO (extremely) LIT (drunk) UDE (DUDE -D, 
guy heading off) Charade

Silence extremely drunk bloke in New York, losing Silence SO(extremely) LIT (drunk) (-d)UDE Charade
Wilderness outside, lost: inspires touch of lyricism (8) wilderness OUTSIDE* with L(yricism) Container
Isolation from heartless solicitude (8) Isolation Solicitude - ci Other Substitution
Shattered duelist's without love, resulting in loneliness Loneliness (duelist)* around o Other Anagram + 
Put in charge out of concern for privacy (8) Privacy Remove IC from SOLICITUDE Other Subtraction 


